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usb host: the phone is acting like a slave and is connected to the computer as a slave. you see it as a drive on your computer's file manager. it will appear as a new folder on your desktop or in your my computer window, and you can back up files to the phone. however you cannot use the phone with a desktop application (it will appear as a drive letter), nor can
you sync your phone with the pc. usb park: the phone is connected to the computer with a standard usb cable, and behaves as a drive that you might attach to a windows 98 pc. there is no way to back up your phone or sync it with your pc. auto mode: the phone is connected to the computer and the usb cable. you will see your phone show up on your desktop.

you can back up your phone or sync it with your pc. however, you will see a directory called nokia mobile phones on your desktop. if you click that folder, you will be given the option to backup your phone. you can also click the phone icon on the desktop and perform other functions. however, the phone does not sync with your pc. when you connect the phone to
your computer, you need to make sure that it is set to usb host mode. then you can back up your phone by clicking the icon on the desktop. if you have sync the phone with your computer, it will sync the images on your phone to your computer. that will help prevent you from losing them. i have done all this and i still cant get my camera in my pc suita to be

detected. ive tried to do every method and all of them as well as the driver were still no go. and ive got a nokia e7 phone and the screen is black. what am i missing out on when i do these methods. ive done everything. and i need to backup all my photos, and also sync all my contacts from my mobile phone to my computer so i can use them on my laptop and
iphone. please some help im so frustrated..!!!
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pc suite ovi suite is a suite of programs for pc owners, rather than for symbian users. symbian is the name of the operating system of the nokia handsets. pc suite ovi suite is one of a number of programs designed to allow users to connect to their nokia phones. if you would like to connect to your nokia phone through pc suite ovi suite, you will need the pc suite ovi
suite packages. install the package using apt-get. i have tried everything on these forums and still not working. i updated the ovi suite using the link above and it did not work. i have tried connecting my nokia to the pc and updating the ovi suite, still no good. in order for it to work, it has to be connected to the computer and not in the ovi suite. also i am not able
to remove the ovi suite to create a back up. i am using a nokia n8 (nokia c7) and i am trying to connect it with my pc with the official ovi suite which i downloaded from their website. it says that it could not detect my phone and would like to connect with the usb connection. when i connect with the usb connection, it still says the same thing. i then tried to update

the ovi suite and it says that it failed to connect. please help me! i have a nokia c3. i am unable to use nokia pc suite. i use a usb cable to connect it. when i try to update the nokia pc suite, it fails to detect the phone. i have tried several times with different usb cable, but i still get the same message. it shows, " error: software not detected " i used my phone
yesterday with the ovi suite to connect with my pc. yesterday the ovi suite automatically updated itself and now it shows "error: the phone is not detected" i have tried to update it several times, but the pc suite shows the same message. please help me. 5ec8ef588b
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